Xj-8

She is voiced by Audrey Wasilewski. XJ-8 is the largest of the nine XJ-series robots, resembling
a large, bulky, darker-blue version of Jenny with two belly bolts, small pigtails, and a mostly
non-expressive face. She is very tall, thickset, and muscular-looking all around. XJ-8 is a bit of a
tomboy. She seems generally emotionless and robotic in personality, and has a deep,
monotone, electronic-sounding mechanized voice. She prefers using her brute strength over
weapons and strategy. Due to her robotic nature and lack of a complex personality, XJ-8 finds it
difficult to adapt to human cultures. According to Dr. Wakeman as she explained in Turncoats ,
XJ-9 was made weaker than XJ-8 because she had made XJ-8 so strong that there was no space
left in her for a complex teenage personality, such as sensitivity or sense of humor. Upon Dr.
After Jenny had fled the house in response, XJ-8, still wearing the suit, instead acted as a waiter
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